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Abstract. By using computer assistance, we prove that the fundamental group of
the complement of a real complexified line arrangement is not determined by its in-
tersection lattice, providing a counter-example for a problem of Falk and Randell. We
also deduce that the torsion of the lower central series quotients is not combinatorially
determined, which gives a negative answer to a question of Suciu.

Introduction

The topology of a line arrangement A = {L0, . . . , Ln} is the homeomorphism type
of the pair formed by A and the complex projective plane CP2. It is well-known, since
Rybnikov [Ryb11], that the combinatorics ofA (or equivalently the underlying matroid or
intersection lattice of A) does not determine its topology. Before [GV17] there were three
known examples of Zariski pairs of line arrangements, i.e. a pair of intersection lattice-
equivalent arrangements with different topologies. The first one, by Rybnikov [Ryb11,
ACCM07], is a pair of line arrangements admitting no real equation and distinguished by
the fundamental group of the complement GA; the last one (with coefficients conjugated
in a complex Galois-extension) was first distinguished with a linking property [Gue16]
and later by their fundamental group [ACGM17]; the remaining one [ACCM05] is the
only example which can be realized with all lines defined by real coefficients, and its
topology is distinguished by the braid monodromy, see [Chi33, Che73, Moi81] in the
context of algebraic plane curves and surfaces, and [Sal88a, CS97] for more details in
the case of arrangements. It is worth noticing that, in this last example, we currently
do not know if their fundamental groups are isomorphic or not, but it turns out that
their profinite completions are (since their equations are conjugated in a real Galois-
extension).

In the survey paper [FR00], the authors suggest the following problem for real line
arrangements:

Problem 1 (Falk-Randell). Prove that the underlying matroid of a complexified arran-
gement determines the homotopy type of the complement, or find a counter-example.

As it is noted in the same paper, some partial results on this problem are already
known. Salvetti [Sal88b] proved that the homotopy type of the complement of a real line
arrangement is determined by its oriented matroid. Later, Jiang and Yau showed that
the diffeomorphism type of the complement determines the underlying matroid [JY94]
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(see also [Pas99]), and that the converse is also true if we add a combinatorial condi-
tion [JY93]. Finally, Cordovil [Cor98] proved that the combinatorics together with a
geometrical condition (on the real picture of the arrangement) also determines GA.

In the other direction, a finite presentation of the fundamental group of complex
algebraic plane curves was determined by Zariski and Van Kampen [Zar29, Kam33].
As was remarked by Chisini [Chi33], the previous presentation involves a more power-
ful topological invariant of curves: the braid monodromy, which was extensively stu-
died by Moishezon, for example in [Moi81, MT88]. Later on, Libgober showed that
the braid monodromy contains all the information of the homotopy type of the curve
complement [Lib86]. The braid monodromy for real complexified arrangements was
extensively studied by Salvetti [Sal88a, Sal88b], Hironaka [Hir93], and Cordovil and Fa-
chada [CF95, Cor98]; the real complexified Zariski pair of [ACCM05] was distinguished
via a non-generic braid monodromy. The latter implies, due to [Car03], that the braid
monodromy is not determined by the combinatorics, answering a question of Cohen and
Suciu [CS97, Sec. 1.3].

A natural approach to find a counter-example for Problem 1 is then the study of GA
and its invariants. In [Suc01], Suciu remarks the presence of torsion elements in the
lower central series quotients of such fundamental groups for complex arrangements. In
this way, he queries in the general case:

Problem 2 (Suciu). Is the torsion in the quotients of the lower central series combina-
torially determined?

In the present paper, we give a negative answer to above problems exhibiting an ex-
plicit example. Indeed, considering one of the real complexified Zariski pairs recently
constructed by the last two named authors in [GV17], we prove in Corollary 2.7 that
the fundamental groups of their complements are not isomorphic. More precisely, in
Theorem 2.3, we prove that the 4th and the 5th quotient groups of the lower central
series of these fundamental groups differ by a 2-torsion element (the computations, made
using GAP [GAP17], mainly the package nq [HN16], are described in Appendix 3). This
provides a negative answer to Problem 2, and thus to Problem 1 too.

Conventions. For any elements x, y of a group G, we denote xy = y−1xy, y∗x = yxy−1,
as well as [x, y] = xyx−1y−1. If Li1 , . . . , Lik are different lines in CP2 having a common
intersection point, this one is denoted by Pi1,...,ik .
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1. Fundamental group of the complement and lower central series
quotients

A line arrangement A = {L0, · · · , Ln} is a finite collection of distinct lines in the
complex projective plane CP2. If there exists a system of coordinates of CP2 such
that each line of A is defined by an R-linear form, then the arrangement is called real
complexified. Denote by Sing(A) = {L ∩ L′ | L,L′ ∈ A, L 6= L′} the set of singular
points of the underlying projective variety

⋃
A =

⋃
L∈A L. The combinatorics of an

arrangement A is described by its intersection lattice L(A) = {∅ 6=
⋂
L∈B L | B ⊂ A}

(or equivalently, by its underlying matroid), i.e. the set of singular points and lines of
the arrangement as well as the whole CP2, ordered by reverse inclusion and with rank
function given by codimension. The complement of A is M(A) = CP2 \

⋃
A, i.e. a

smooth quasiprojective manifold. While the complement of any hypersurface of CPN is
affine, in our case this result becomes easier since CP2 \ L0 ∼= C2.

As a first step for our purposes we need to compute GA = π1(M(A)), the funda-
mental group of the complement of some real complexified arrangements. In such case,
Randell [Ran82] gives an algorithm to compute a finite presentation of GA from the
real picture of the arrangement, see also [Sal88a]. This has been generalized by Arvola
in [Arv92] to any complex line arrangement.

1.1. Computation of the fundamental group.
From now on, we will assume that A is a complexified real arrangement. Let us recall

how to compute the presentation of GA given by Randell. We assume that L0 is the
line z = 0 and is considered as the line at infinity. Let AR = A∩R2 be the real picture
of A. We also assume that no line of A is of the form x = α with α ∈ R. Assign to
each line of AR a meridian contained in a line x = β containing no multiple point. Let
denote the meridian of Li by mi.

Reading the picture AR from left to the right, we assign to each smooth part in AR
(i.e. the segments bounded by the singularities) a conjugate of the meridian of the
associated line. This process is described in Figure 1.

ω`

ω`−1

...
ω2

ω1

ω1

ω1 ∗ ω2

...

(ω1 · · ·ω`−2) ∗ ω`−1 ≡ ωω`
`−1

(ω1 · · ·ω`−1) ∗ ω` ≡ ω`

Figure 1. Assignment of meridians at each singularity.

Finally, to each singular point P ∈ Sing(AR) with input elements ω1, . . . , ω` associated
to the left-hand segments (as in Figure 1), we assign the set of relations

RP = {ω1 · · ·ω` = ωσ(1) · · ·ωσ(`) | σ a cyclic permutation of ` elements}
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Remark 1.1. This method works even if there are vertical lines; by a small rotation, e.g.
counterclockwise, one can assume that the vertical line is the first one. How it works for
double or triple points is shown in Figure 2.

ω1

ω1

ω2 ω2

ω3

ω1ω2

ω1
ω1 ∗ ω2 ≡ ωω3

2

(ω1ω2) ∗ ω3 ≡ ω3

Figure 2. Assignments of meridians with vertical lines.

Theorem 1.2 (Randell [Ran82]). The fundamental group of the complement of A admits
the following presentation:

GA '
〈

m1, . . . ,mn

∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃

P∈Sing(AR)
RP

〉
.

Under the same hypothesis as above, another method to obtain a finite presentation
for GA is obtained by Zariski-Van Kampen [Zar29, Kam33] using the braid monodromy.
Consider the affine arrangementAaff = A∩C2 and a generic linear projection with respect
to the affine arrangement π : C2 → C and the finite set π

(
Sing(Aaff)

)
= {p1, . . . , ps}

ordered by their real part in C. Let Bn be the full braid group given by the standard
Artin presentation:

Bn =
〈
σ1, . . . , σn−1

∣∣∣∣∣ [σi, σj ] = 1, |i− j| ≥ 2,
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1, i = 1, . . . , n− 2

〉
,

and consider the pure braid group of n strings Pn as a subgroup of Bn given by the short
exact sequence

1→ Pn → Bn → Σn → 1
where Bn → Σn assigns to any braid the corresponding permutation in the n-symmetric
group Σn.

We associate to each pi a meridian γi ∈ π1(C \ {p1, . . . , ps}) ' Fs and a pure braid
αi ∈ Pn from the braided fiber π−1(γi), constructing a basis {γ1, . . . , γs} of Fs and a
well-ordered tuple of pure braids (α1, . . . , αs). The braid monodromy is the morphism
ρ : π1(C2 \ {p1, . . . , ps}) → Pn defined by the construction above, and it is well-defined
up to conjugations in Pn. Seen as tuples of pure braids, two braid monodromies are
said to be equivalent if they are equivalent by conjugation in Pn and by Hurwitz moves,
see [ACC03]. Using the previous construction and the natural action of Bn on the free
group Fn = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 given by

x
σj

i =


xixi+1x

−1
i , i = j

xi−1 , i = j + 1
xi , otherwise

.

Finally, from any equivalent braid monodromy, we obtain:

GA '
〈
x1, . . . , xn | x

αj

i = xi, for i = 1, . . . , n− 1 and j = 1, . . . , s
〉
.
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We can reduce this presentation. In fact, these braids can be decomposed as αj =
β−1
j ∆2

nj ,rj
βj , where βj is a braid and ∆2

nj ,rj
is the full-twist involving rj strands starting

from a suitable nj (rj is the multiplicity of the point associated to pj). Then,

GA '
〈
x1, . . . , xn |

(
x

∆2
nj ,rj

i

)βj

= x
βj

i , for i = nj , . . . , nj + rj − 2 and j = 1, . . . , s
〉
.

Remark 1.3. The above presentations of GA are equivalent by Tietze-I moves as it is
proved by Cohen-Suciu [CS97]. They have the same number of generators and relators,
and the relations are composed, in both presentations, of cyclic commutators involving
conjugates of the generators. Thus, we choose the Randell’s presentation in order to
compute the fundamental group of the complement of our example in a GAP code given
in Appendix 3.

Remark 1.4. A modified way to obtain the braid monodromy and its associated presen-
tation of GA for an affine arrangement with vertical lines can be done using Remark 1.1,
see also [CS97].

1.2. Lower central series quotients.
The lower central series (LCS) of a group G is defined as a descending sequence of

normal subgroups
G = γ1(G) D γ2(G) D · · · D γk(G) D · · · ,

such that each γk+1(G) is the commutator subgroup [γk(G), G] of G. The kth lower
central quotient of this series is defined as the group grk(G) = γk(G)/γk+1(G). Note that
grk(G) is abelian since [γk(G), γk(G)] ≤ γk+1(G). In addition, if G is finitely generated,
also grk(G) is finitely generated. Given x1, . . . , xk ∈ G, we denote inductively [x1] = x1
and

[x1, . . . , xk] = [[x1, , . . . , xk−1], xk] ∈ γk(G).
It is not difficult to prove that the class of [x1, . . . , xk] in grk(G) is determined by the
conjugacy class of x1, . . . , xk and that the natural action of G on grk(G) (induced by
conjugation) is trivial. These facts imply that if G is finitely generated, this is the case
for grk(G), too. Thus, grk(G) is determined by its rank, noted φk(G), and its torsion.

Remark 1.5. If G is a finitely presented group, then the GAP package nq can be used
to compute the lower central series quotients of G.

In the case of a group GA associated to a line arrangement A, the possible dependency
on the combinatorics of the invariants of the LCS is a classical research topic. In [Ryb11],
Rybnikov gives a sketch of a proof of the combinatorial determination of the second
nilpotent group GA/γ3(GA), lately formally proved by Matei and Suciu [MS02].

Concerning the cohomology algebra of M(A), Orlik and Solomon [OS80] showed that
it is determined by L(A) by constructing a combinatorial algebra which is isomorphic to
H•(M(A)), previously computed by Arnol’d and Brieskorn [Bri73] in some outstanding
cases. Using Sullivan 1-minimal models, Falk proves that also φk(GA) is combinatorially
determined [Fal88]. He also obtains with Randell [FR85], in the particular case of fiber-
type arrangements, the LCS formula:∏

k≥1
(1− tk)φk(GA) = P (M(A),−t),
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where P (M(A), t) is the Poincaré polynomial of the complement (see [OT92, Sec. 2]),
which is known to be combinatorial. Nevertheless, there exist examples of arrangements
for which the LCS formula fails [FR87, Suc01], and no general explicit formula is known
for φk(GA) (even for φ3(GA)).

2. An explicit example of 13 lines

Let L be a lattice describing a particular combinatorics of a line arrangement with n
lines. We define the moduli space of ordered realizations of L, noted Σord

L , as the set of
all line arrangements (expressed as the collection of the associated linear forms) whose
combinatorics are lattice-isomorphic to L, i.e.

Σord
L = {A ∈ (ČP2)n | L(A) ∼ L}/PGL3(C).

It is worth noticing that Σord
L is a constructible set in (CP2)n under the action of

PGL3(C). The moduli space of realizations is defined as ΣL = Σord
L /Aut(L), where

Aut(L) is the automorphism group of the combinatorics L. The study of the topology of
moduli spaces is fundamental in order to obtain Zariski pairs, since Randell [Ran89] pro-
ved that two line arrangements lying in the same path-component of ΣL have isomorphic
embedded topology.

2.1. Definition of the example.
In [GV17], several examples of real complexified Zariski pairs are given. In particular,

the modulli space of realizations Σ of one of them is studied in [GV17, Sec. 4]. This
particular pair possesses 13 lines, 11 points of multiplicity 3, 2 of multiplicity 5 and the
following combinatorics:{ {

L1, L4, L6, L9, L13
}
,
{
L1, L5, L7

}
,
{
L1, L8, L10

}
,
{
L1, L11, L12

}
,{

L2, L4, L7, L10, L12
}
,
{
L2, L5, L6

}
,
{
L2, L8, L9

}
,
{
L2, L11, L13

}
,{

L3, L4, L5
}
,
{
L3, L6, L8

}
,
{
L3, L7, L11

}
,
{
L3, L9, L10

}
,
{
L3, L12, L13

} }
,

where each subset describes an incidence relation between lines; pairs which do not
appear correspond to double points. It is proven in [GV17, Prop. 4.5] that Σ decomposes
as topological space on two connected components Σ = Σ0 t Σ1, each of them being
isomorphic to a punctured complex affine line, where any pair of arrangements A ∈
Σ0 and A′ ∈ Σ1 forms a Zariski pair. Furthermore, the arrangements lying on each
connected component can be differentiated by particular geometrical properties about
the position of their singular points and lines with respect to curves of low degree.

Proposition 2.1 ([GV17, Thm. 3.5, Prop. 4.6]). The moduli space Σ is composed of
two connected components Σ0 and Σ1. Moreover, for any A ∈ Σ, the following are
equivalent:

(1) A ∈ Σ0.
(2) The six lines L6, L7, L8, L10, L11, L13 are tangent to a smooth conic.
(3) The six triple points P1,8,10, P1,11,12, P2,8,9, P2,11,13, P3,9,10 and P3,12,13 are con-

tained in a smooth conic.
(4) The three triple points P1,11,12, P2,8,9 and P3,4,5 are aligned.
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(5) For any A′ ∈ Σ1, we have (CP2,A) 6' (CP2,A′).

Remark 2.2. There exist 3 additional alignments and 11 smooth conics containing 6
singular points (of multiplicity at least 3); any of these properties characterizes as well
the arrangements belonging to the connected component Σ0.

As a consequence of the previous proposition, any pair of arrangements belonging to
different connected components forms a Zariski pair. Let consider A+ ∈ Σ0 and A− ∈ Σ1
defined by the following equations:

L1 : x = 0, L2 : y = 0, L3 : x+ y − z = 0, L4 : z = 0,
L5 : 3x+ 3y + z = 0, L6 : 3x+ z = 0, L7 : 3y + z = 0,
L8 : 2x− y + 2z = 0, L9 : x+ z = 0, L10 : y − 2z = 0,

L11 : (−1± 1/2)x+ (−1± 2)y + z = 0,
L12 : (−1± 2)y + z = 0, L13 : (−2± 1)x+ 2z = 0.

Considering L4 as the line at infinity, the affine pictures of A+ and A− are given in
Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively.

2.2. Main results.
Consider GA+ and GA− being the fundamental groups of the complements M(A+)

and M(A−), respectively. Using the algorithm given in Section 1 and Figures 3 and 4,
we can compute that in GA+ and GA− , the torsion of the 4th and 5th LCS quotients
differs.

Theorem 2.3. Let φk be the rank φk(GA+) = φk(GA−), for any k > 0. We have:
(1) For k ≤ 3, grk(GA+) ' grk(GA−) are free abelian groups of rank φk.
(2) The groups gr4(GA+) and gr5(GA+) contain a non-trivial 2-torsion element,

while gr4(GA−) and gr5(GA−) are abelian torsion-free of ranks φ4 and φ5 re-
spectively.

Proof. Using the GAP code described in Appendix 3, we obtain the following primary
decompositions of the lower central series quotients:

(1) For k ≤ 3, we have grk(GA+) ' grk(GA−) ' Zφk with (φk)3
k=1 = (12, 23, 76),

(2) gr4(GA+) ' Z211 ⊕Z2 and gr4(GA−) ' Z211,
(3) gr5(GA+) ' Z660 ⊕Z2 and gr5(GA−) ' Z660. �

Remark 2.4. We can show that the commutator of meridians [[[m1,m5],m2],m3] is a
representative of the 2-torsion element in gr4(GA+) (using GAP), while it corresponds to
the identity in gr4(GA−).

Corollary 2.5. The torsion in quotients of the LCS of GA is not determined by the
intersection lattice L(A).

Remark 2.6. It can be verified that the LCS formula fails for these arrangements.

Corollary 2.7. The fundamental group of the complement of a real complexified arran-
gement A is not determined by its intersection lattice L(A).
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L1

L2

L3

L5

L6

L7

L8 L9

L10

L11

L12

L13

L4

Figure 3. Arrangement A+ ∈ Σ0.

L1

L2

L3

L5

L6

L7

L8 L9

L10
L11

L12

L13

L4

Figure 4. Arrangement A− ∈ Σ1.

Remark 2.8. The previous results can be verified by using a presentation coming from
the braid monodromy, as it is explained in Section 1.1. Note that Theorem 2.3 implies
in particular that A+ and A− have non-equivalent braid monodromies.
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3. Appendix

In this appendix, we provide a GAP code which computes finite presentations of the
fundamental groups of the arrangements defined above, by using Randell’s method (The-
orem 1.2). From this, we compute the respective lower central series quotients mentioned
in Theorem 2.3.

# We load the GAP package nq , and define the group m := F13

LoadPackage (’nq’)
m:= FreeGroup ( 13 );

# We define the function which produces the commutation relations from an
ordered list of elements representing each crossing .

comm := function (L,f)
local l,C,c,i,j;
l:= Length (L);
C:=[ ];
for i in [1..l -1] do

c:= Identity (f);
for j in [1..l] do

c:=c*L[j];
od;
for j in [i..l+i -1] do

c:=c*L[ RemInt (2*l-j-1,l)+1]^( -1);
od;
Append (C,[c]);

od;
return C;

end;

# We define a function computing the list of relations taking as input an
ordered list of crossings , following Randell ’s result and our

conventions .
relations := function (L,f, L_infinity )

local gen , rel , m_in , m_out , r, ind , rloc , l, i, j, conj;
gen := GeneratorsOfGroup (f);
rel :=[ gen[ L_infinity ]];
m_in := List(gen ,x->x);
m_out := List(gen ,x->x);
for r in L do

ind := List(r,x-> Position (gen ,x));
rloc := List(ind ,x->m_in[x]);
Append (rel ,comm(rloc ,f));
l:= Length (ind);
for i in [1..l] do

conj := m_in[ind[i]];
for j in [1..i -1] do

conj := m_in[ind[i-j]]* conj*m_in[ind[i-j]]^( -1);
od;
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m_out[ind[i]]:= conj;
od;
m_in := List(m_out ,x->x);

od;
return rel;

end;

# List of crossings of A+ , finite presentation of its fundamental group
and computation of the lower central series .

cross1 :=[[m.5,m.10] ,[m.11,m.8] ,[m.12,m.8] ,[m.7,m.8] ,[m.9,m.3,m.10] ,[m.9,m
.5] ,[m.9,m.2,m.8] ,[m.9,m.7] ,[m.9,m.12] ,[m.9,m.11] ,[m.5,m.8] ,[m.6,m
.10] ,[m.6,m.3,m.8] ,[m.6,m.5,m.2] ,[m.6,m.7] ,[m.6,m.12] ,[m.6,m.11] ,[m.1,
m.10,m.8] ,[m.1,m.3] ,[m.1,m.2] ,[m.1,m.5,m.7] ,[m.1,m.12,m.11] ,[m.5,m
.11] ,[m.5,m.12] ,[m.3,m.2] ,[m.3,m.7,m.11] ,[m.13,m.8] ,[m.13,m.10] ,[m.13,
m.2,m.11] ,[m.13,m.7] ,[m.13,m.3,m.12] ,[m.13,m.5] ,[m.10,m .11]];;

rels1 := relations ( cross1 , m, 4 );;
g1 := m / rels1;
L1 := LowerCentralFactors ( g1 , 5 );

# For gri(GA+ ), with i ∈ {1, . . . , 5}, we compute : the number of generators , the
rank (which is combinatorial ) and the number of 2- torsion generators .

List( [1..5] , i -> Length ( L1[i] ) );
List( [1..5] , i -> Number ( L1[i], x -> x=0 ) );
List( [1..5] , i -> Number ( L1[i], x -> x=2 ) );

# List of crossings of A−, finite presentation of its fundamental group
and computation of the lower central serie.

cross2 :=[[m.11,m.10] ,[m.5,m.10] ,[m.5,m.11] ,[m.7,m.8] ,[m.9,m.3,m.10] ,[m.9,
m.11] ,[m.9,m.5] ,[m.9,m.12] ,[m.9,m.2,m.8] ,[m.9,m.7] ,[m.12,m.8] ,[m.5,m
.8] ,[m.5,m.12] ,[m.11,m.8] ,[m.6,m.10] ,[m.6,m.3,m.8] ,[m.6,m.11] ,[m.6,m
.12] ,[m.6,m.5,m.2] ,[m.6,m.7] ,[m.1,m.10,m.8] ,[m.1,m.3] ,[m.1,m.11,m
.12] ,[m.1,m.2] ,[m.1,m.5,m.7] ,[m.13,m.8] ,[m.13,m.10] ,[m.13,m.3,m.12] ,[m
.13,m.11,m.2] ,[m.13,m.7] ,[m.13,m.5] ,[m.3,m.2] ,[m.3,m.11,m .7]];;

rels2 := relations ( cross2 , m,4 );;
g2 := m / rels2;
L2 := LowerCentralFactors ( g2 , 5 );

# For gri(GA− ), with i ∈ {1, . . . , 5}, we compute : the number of generators , the
rank (which is combinatorial ) and the number of 2- torsion generators .

List( [1..5] , i -> Length ( L2[i] ) );
List( [1..5] , i -> Number ( L2[i], x -> x=0 ) );
List( [1..5] , i -> Number ( L2[i], x -> x=2 ) );
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